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A Public Education Campaign to Complement 
Smokey’s Message of Fire Safety:
Partners in Fire Education

Partners in Fire Education:
The Language of Fire

From the Beginning….Goal 3A Task 2

2) Further develop and 
implement a public education 
campaign, such as the National 
Wildland Fire Coordinating 
Group (NWCG) Wildland Fire: 
A Natural Process, to 

l t S k B ’complement Smokey Bear’s 
message of fire safety. The 
campaign will emphasize fire’s 
natural role in ecosystems and 
the benefits of fire management 
to ecosystems and public 
health and safety 
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Partners in Fire Education

Public Opinion Research

The goals for the research were many but can be collectively 
id d d t b ll l

Establish a baseline of public attitudes toward fire; and

Craft language and messages that when communicated

considered under two umbrella goals:
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Craft language and messages that when communicated 
broadly are compelling rationales and increase 
acceptance for the ecological role of fire.
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Public Opinion Strategies (R) & Fairbank, Maslin, Maullin &
Associates (D) conducted this research, which had two
phases: focus groups and a national phone surveyphases: focus groups and a national phone survey.

Three sets of focus groups among homeowners in the
suburbs of major metropolitan areas and in smaller outlying
communities. The goal of the groups was to refine language
and messages, and to inform the content of the survey. The
groups were held in the following locations, which had
varying experiences with fire:
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Denver CO suburbs
Bend, OR
Jacksonville, FL suburbs

The national phone survey included four subgroups:

• 800 adults randomly selected from across the nation• 800 adults randomly selected from across the nation
• 400 adults in selected fire-prone forest counties in the

Southeast and West
• 400 adults in selected fire prone “shrub and grasslands”

counties in the Midwest and Mountain states
• 400 adults in Southern California (Imperial, Los Angeles,

San Diego, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Santa
Barbara, and Ventura counties)
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The margin of error associated with the national
sample is +- 3.46%, and that for each oversample is +-
4.9%. The margin of error for sub-groups examined in
this analysis varies by cell size.
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The public is more sophisticated in 
its understanding of the “fire story” 
than might have been anticipated at 

the outset of this project.
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There is a strong recognition that some fires can 
be beneficial. 

% Agree that “Some fires in natural areas are beneficial.”

76% 80%
88%

76%

43% Strongly 42% Strongly
52% Strongly

40% Strongly
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National Forest Grasslands Southern California

To a lesser extent, a majority of Americans also 
believe that a history of fire suppression has 

led to more destructive, large fires.

% Agree that “Putting out all fires in natural areas can create 
diti th t ill k l t fi b f t h tt d

61% 62% 62% 61%

32% Strongly 34% Strongly 37% Strongly
31% Strongly

conditions that will make later fires burn faster, hotter and more 
out of control.”
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National Forest Grasslands Southern California

g y 31% Strongly
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Fi D fFire = Danger for many
Fire still has a strongly 
emotional context that 
must be recognized in 

the communicationthe communication 
effort.  This may mean a 
greater resistance with 

some audiences.

The survey repeated a forced-choice question 
from  a prior national survey in 2004, in order 
to evaluate whether fundamental views of fire 

had changed in the last four years. 
Forest fires are a part ofForest fires are a part of 

nature. We need to protect 
communities from fires, 
but in remote areas we 

should let fires burn and 
let nature take its course. 

Forest fires are 
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unpredictable and 
dangerous. We need to 
contain and extinguish   

fires as soon as they are 
discovered.
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There is only a slight shift in attitudes. 

2004 20082004          2008
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There is a perception 
that fire danger is worse.  

Not surprisingly, Southern 
California is somewhat 

different on this and other 
personal aspects of fire. 
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There is an increasing perception that fires 
are getting worse. 

2004 2008

48%
56%

44%
38%
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6% 4%

Do you think forest fires in this country are worse than they were 5 years ago, not as bad as 5 years 
ago, or about the same? 

Worse Than 5 Years Ago Not As Bad As 5 Years Ago About the Same

However in the grand schemeHowever, in the grand scheme 
of things, fire tends to be a 

more minor concern than other 
conservation issues.
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Fire ranks below a number of other conservation 
issues as a concern in one’s local area.

68%
61%28%

40%Global warming

Loss of habitat for fish and wildlife

Ranked by % Extremely/Very Serious Problem

65%
55%
56%

39%
40%
42%

Loss of forest land 

Insects and diseases that kill trees 
Uncontrollable wildfires that destroy property 

and forests

Poorly-planned growth and development 27%

26%

22%

21%

20%

18%

Fire management in forests and public lands 

Too m ch logging of forests
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42%
34%

Extremely/Very Serious Total Serious

I am going to read you a list of issues, and I'd like you to tell me how serious a problem you think each 
one is in your area. After I read each one, please tell me if you think it is an extremely serious problem, 

a very serious problem, a somewhat serious problem, or not a serious problem in your area. 

18%

16%

Too much logging of forests

Smoke from fires in natural areas
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There is strong support for approaches that 
focus group respondents deemed as 

“pro-active” steps:

Allow fire teams to use Strongly Support Total SupportAllow fire teams to use 
controlled burns when 

and where doing so will 
safely reduce the amount 

of fuel for fires.

Strongly Support Total Support

Strongly Support Total Support
Cut and remove
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Cut and remove 
overgrown brush and 

trees in natural areas that 
acts as fuel for fires.

There is majority support for allowing some 
fires to take their natural course.

Allow naturally startedAllow naturally started 
fires that do not threaten 

homes, people or the 
health of that natural area 

to take their natural 
course, rather than 
putting the fire out.

Strongly Support Total Support
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putting the fire out.
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The language for “controlled burns” was 
carefully tested in the focus groups. 

Allow fire teams to use controlled burns when and where

doing so will safely reduce the amount of fuel for fires.g y

Fire teams – A team of people –
forest experts, fire fighters, and even 
perhaps weather experts are 
considered optimal to decide when 
and where fires can be conducted 
safely.  They do NOT want an 
individual to make this decision alone

Burn – seen as smaller, less 
“wild” and more able to be 
controlled than a “fire.”

When and where – Focus 
group respondents saw many 
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individual to make this decision alone. 

Safely – always reassuring that safety 
is first and foremost in mind is critical.

variables as potentially leading 
to out of control fires and want 
many factors considered.

Instead, two key phrases rise to the top: 
“controlled” and “managed” due to the picture of 
active, engaged professionals who are in control 

of the fire.
National Fire Terms 

% Favorable
Controlled Burn By 
Oversample Region% Favorable

54%

23%
10% 8%

52% 57% 58%

Oversample Region
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Controlled
Burn

Managed
Burn

Proactive
Burn

Prescribed
Burn

Forest Grassland Southern
California

And, there are a number of terms used to describe the practice of setting small, intentional fires when 
doing so will safely reduce the amount of fuel that might lead to a dangerous wildfire in the future. 

Which ONE would give you a more favorable impression – if you heard your state's forest experts and 
fire fighters were going to use.
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We tested ten statements and respondents 
were asked to tell us how convincing each g
one was as a reason to support the package 
of approaches to fire.

There is an incredible amount of 
consistency in reaction to these statements 
across the four distinct geographic zones.
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g g p
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Lesson # 1: Reassure people that the safety of 
the public, fire fighters and property is

a priority. 

Safety is always the number one priority when 
it comes to fire.  But, by putting out every 
single fire, we are actually creating more 

dangerous conditions.  Using controlled burns 
to thin out overgrowth and carefully managing 

natural fires helps ensure the safety of 

Very Convincing
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p y
neighborhoods in outlying areas.

Lesson # 2: Do not ignore the human element. 
Most of the top tier messages on how these 

approaches to fire affect people.
Taxpayer money is being wasted putting out 

fires that are far from people and their 
t A f t ff ti h i

Very Convincing
property. A far more cost-effective approach is 

to use controlled burns to prevent large, 
severe fires from spreading into areas where 

people live, and to allow some fires to take 
their natural course, which costs five times 

less than trying to put out fires.

Forests and natural areas are important to our Very Convincing
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health - they act as natural filters to give us 
clean air, and are the source of our clean 

drinking water.  We must ensure the health of 
our forests and natural areas by allowing some 

fires to take their natural course.
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Lesson # 3: People do value the health of natural 
areas, particularly those near them                 

or in iconic places. 

We know that allowing fire to take its natural 
course can help the health of our forests and 

natural areas.  For example, the fires in 
Yellowstone in 1988 showed how natural areas 

can quickly bounce back rejuvenated with 
even more wildlife and types of plants than 

Very Convincing
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ever before.

Lesson #4: Focusing on the natural aspect of fire 
is not nearly as effective. 

Fire is an essential process for long-term 
forest health. It is simply a part of our 

environment, as natural as rain or sunshine.  
Allowing more fires to take their natural course 

will regenerate and ultimately protect the 
natural areas we live near, visit and love.

Very Convincing
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For fire in natural areas, the equivalent is obviously 
a fire fighter or agency type (out in the field NOT in 

an office!)
% Very BelievableMessenger

Park Rangers

Fire Fighters

Local Fire 
Fighters
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State Foresters

The U.S. 
Forest Service
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Less likely to be trusted are those who are seen 
as not on the front lines of the problem.

% Very BelievableMessenger

University Forest 
Science ProfessorsScience Professors

Scientists

Conservation 
Organizations

Hunters and
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Hunters and 
Fishermen

Federal Land 
Managers

The Message Triangle:  A Starting Point
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The Language of Fire

Use These Words… Instead of…

N t l Wildl d t l dNatural areas …Wildland, ecosystem or landscape

Homes near natural areas …Wildland Urban Interface

Fire teams …Incident command team, fire managers

Controlled burn ...Prescribed fire

Cut & remove overgrown brush & trees …Mechanical thinning

Manage natural fires where safe … Wildland Fire Use


